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1.Where is the user's property configuration file located?
A.{DPIPE_HOME}/jrun/servers/piweb/properties/userproperties
B.{DPIPE_HOME}/jrun/servers/piweb/tw-app/webview/properties/userproperties
C.{DPIPE_HOME}/lib/users/properties
D.{DPIPE_HOME}/lib/data/users/properties
Correct:B
2.What is the recommended RAID configuration for HPPI implementation?
A.RAID 0
B.RAID 1
C.RAID 1 + 0
D.RAID 5
Correct:C
3.A node list must contain the following items, each separated by commas. Which items can be
used in a node list file?
A.node name, read community string, snmp port #, snmp profile
B.an option group contains only polling policies
C.node_name, node_number, description, SNMPV2
D.node_number, node description, SNMP profile, SNMP V1
Correct:A
4.What are some of the integration points between NNM and HPPI?
A.NNM node discovery, HPPI report launching by NNM, HPPI trap generation
B.NNM node type discovery, NNM Web Console operation in HPPI
C.Node discovery, node type discovery, remote management console operation
D.NNM remote report launching, HPPI node discovery used by NNM, HPPI operation of NNM Web
console
Correct:A
5.If the report pack installation fails, where can you find the details of the errors?
A.{DPIPE_HOME}/logs/install/reportpacks.log
B.{DPIPE_HOME}/logs/report_.log
C.{DPIPE_HOME}/logs/reportpacks/.log
D.{DPIPE_HOME}/logs/install/.log
Correct:B
6.How can you verify that data is actually being collected from devices?
A.The number of rows should be increasing in the data table (rate, hourly..).
B.The lkeys tables should always have rows in them.
C.Look in the upload tables and see if there are any rows in them.
D.Look for errors in the ovpi.log file.
Correct:A
7.Where do you verify that the collections are being run?
A.{SYBASE}\install\errorlog.log
B.{DPIPE_HOME}\logs\install.log
C.{TREND_LOG}\trend.log
D.{DPIPE_HOME}\log\trendtimer.log
Correct:C

8.Which user interfaces can be used for un-deploying Reports? Select TWO.
A.trend_timer
B.trend_copy
C.Catalog Manager
D.trend_deployer
E.Package Manager
Correct:C E
9.Deployed Reports are registered within the file
.
A.{DPIPE_HOME}/reports/deploy/deploy.conf
B.{DPIPE_HOME}/reports/deploy.conf
C.{DPIPE_HOME}/reports/deploy/deploy.xml
D.{DPIPE_HOME}/reports/deploy.xml
Correct:C
10.Where will hourly data reside if Location Independent Reporting data mapping is created for a
property table with the time type specified as ourly??ourly?
A.Only on the Central server
B.Only on the Satellite server
C.Remote Poller
D.Both the Satellite and Central server
Correct:B
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